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ORIZON

PACKAGING

Ready -to-use portable sink 
ORIZON in polyurethane

Water sack (2L capacity) 
complete with quick-release 
hose and drain plug

Plastic bed holder hook Tubo di scarico libero senza 
sacca

The portable sink ORIZON is supplied ready to use and equipped 
with all the measures for  comfortable treatment.
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WHAT IS IT AND 
HOW TO USE IT

WHAT IS IT:
ORIZON it’s an innovative portable sink that facilitates haircare of people and 
patients both in hospital and nursing homes as well as during homecare treat-
ment.
The use is recommended in case of reduced or total lack of mobility and with 
bedridden people. 

USE FOR BEDRIDDEN:
Put the sink under the neck making sure that it is comfortable and that the sink 
is well balanced. For a better discharge flow, it is recommended to hang the 
sack to the bed structure using the hook included. At the end of treatment, the 
tube and the sack can be safely removed from the sink by extracting the plug 
from the sink hole.  To proceed with the emptying it is sufficient to slide slightly 
down the blue plug placed on the  bottom of the sack. Once all the water has 
run out, close the cap, pushing it slightly  upwards until you feel a slight click 
and then you can store it in the original packaging.



ASSEMBLY  
PROCEDURA PER L’ASSEMBLAGGIO:
ORIZON is supplied ready to use, it is only necessary to insert the end of the 
exhaust pipe, by a small pressure, in the hole located at the bottom on the back 
of the sink (as shown in the image below).  

WARNING DURING THE ASSEMBLY:
ORIZON is designed to be assembled and disassembled repeatedly without 
any kind of  glue or work tool, it is sufficient to insert the exhaust pipe in the 
sink.

WARNINGS  
ORIZON is designed for regular and compliant use for the purpose which it was built for: therefore 
the supplier and the retailer are not responsible for any modification or  damage to it or any abuse. 
The discharge bag provided is not sterile so do not use for purposes  not foreseen by normal use. 
For use or maintenance is not required any type of intervention  outside of those mentioned above, 
if there are any manufacturing defects or problems please contact the supplier providing the original 
packaging with all components.  In case of malfunction or deterioration, please do not proceed on 
your own but please promptly contact the supplier to proceed with the repair or replacement of the  
damaged part. Handle each component with the appropriate care without applying excessive  forces 
to avoid breakage or deformation. Keep away from children, do not ignite and do  not disperse 
pieces of product into the environment. For waste disposal, please contact the supplier.

PLEASE CLEAN BEFORE THE USE.



Product name:
ORIZON

TECHNICAL DATA SHEET ORIZON 
PORTABLE SINK  

Product description: 
ORIZON is the most advanced portable 
sink for bedridden on the  market. Desi-
gned by a team of biomedical engineers 
and produced in Italy with innovative and 
durable material, ORIZON is comfortable 
for the end user and easy to use for care-
givers. The material is soft, ergonomic, 
water-repellent and easy to  clean. 

Producer: 
Plus Biomedicals srl

Made in: 
Italy

Colors:
Possibility of exclusive request

Size:

EAN code:

28x32x15 cm

Total weight:
0,5 kg approximately 

Ergonomic Ready to use Resistant Water-repellent  

Technical data: 

Soft and ergonomic sink in polyurethane

Elastic resistant and anti-breaking material  -Suitable for bedridden patients 

With built-in polyurethane 

Dotato di cuscino appoggia collo incorporato, in poliuretano

Water sack 2L capacity with emptying valve, equipped with support hook for 
beds 

Exhaust pipe with quick coupling, by pressure 

RAL 9011

NCS 3050-R80B

NCS 3560-Y90R

NCS 2570-G30Y

8 052282 620027
8 052282 620270
8 052282 620263
8 052282 620287



Plus Biomedicals Srl
Via L.Abbiati, 22A - 25134 Brescia

info@plusbiomedicals.com
Phone: 030 0982904
VAT: 04056080981

Think Human, Think For Human


